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LitCap Litigation Funding Platform Release 4.1 Enables Investor Fiduciary 
Administration To Scale Beyond $300 Million in Current Funding. 
 
To date, the LitCap litigation financing platform has allocated more than $300 million in funding on the platform.   
 
Houston, Texas – October 29th, 2015 – As part of its upgraded litigation financing platform, LitCap announces release 
4.1 with additional portfolio management and reporting features. The upgraded platform improves the capability for 
investors to deploy capital in the litigation financing sector. To date, the LitCap litigation financing platform has 
processed more than $300 million in funding allocated on the platform.  LitCap’s investors have enjoyed double-digit 
returns representing minimum default rates.  
 
The LitCap online platform includes a technology suite of analytical products to assess the risk and success profiles of 
litigation finance cases and dockets. Release 4.1 includes upgraded reporting and features for: 

 Portfolio management reporting by claim type and other “designated” underwriting factors;  

 Lender manager roles for fiduciaries, managers, analysts, and assistants; 

 Trigger alert notifications based on specified portfolio requirements;   

 Lender funding graphic chart capability; and  

 Investment firm marketplace views. 
 
“Release 4.1 upgrades the platform services for specialty finance groups and alternative asset investors, in the hopes of 
simplifying the multi-billion dollar litigation finance market,” stated Britton Holland, COO and President.  "The LitCap 
technology streamlines alternative asset capital deployment in the litigation financing sector." 
 
LitCap offers institutional investors a portfolio of high yield returns which 
are uncorrelated to standard market dynamics.  LitCap manages litigation 
case financing via its online platform to offer a diverse and quality-driven 
portfolio of case types and sizes, which investors can pick and choose based 
on the risk/return profiles desired.  
 
LitCap CEO and Managing Director, Hugh J. Plummer, Jr., commented, 
“Our approach to matching supply and demand of capital for our attorney 
clients has been compared to the approach used in Moneyball.  Our case 
quality assurance and underwriting capabilities have allowed our investors to generate double digit returns. We’ve 
always believed at LitCap, that attorney financing should be based on the merits of the attorney’s case and the merits of 
the attorney.”   
 

ABOUT LITCAP 
LitCap is the exclusive marketplace for preeminent attorneys to obtain case financing to better manage their practice.  Join our exclusive online platform today.  Log 

In.  List Your Case.  Get Funded. 


